WELCOME TO A PEST FREE WORLD

STICKY INSECT TRAP

TRY ALSO

For best prices order on critterkill.co.uk

How does it work?

Fold over sticky tab

Inspecion window
open or closed

The CritterKill insect traps contain ultra-strong pheromones
which attract and trap nearby insects immediately.
The insects will not be able to release themselves from the
highly sticky glue once captured. Resolving your problem
quickly and efficiently with no worries.
Inspection window - Open or closed? A built in inspection
window gives you the choice of being able to see the trap
at work easily or as discreetly as you like.
Please ensure the traps are inspected regularly to stop any
unnecessary suffering to the insects once they have been
captured.

Sticky strip for attaching
to walls/ceilings etc.

Sticky glue with
attractive pheromones
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How to use:
1.

Carefully tear off an insect trap along the perforated
lines 1 .

2. Remove the protective paper covering the sticky glue
on the back of the trap 2 .
3. Remove the paper from the tab 3 , fold into a triangle
and stick tab to the back of the insect killer 4 .
4. If you want to stick the trap to a surface peel off the
sticky area beneath the trap 5 .
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This product is intended for indoor use wherever spiders
or other crawling insects have been seen. Ideal locations
include in bathrooms, behind kitchen appliances and
behind sofas, tables, desks, wardrobes etc.
If you have any issues or questions please do not hesitate
to contact us via our website www.critterkill.co.uk

Are my traps out of date?
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OPTIONAL

The date printed on the traps is the manufacturing date,
not the use by date! The traps have a shelf life of 5 years
from the printed date.
Contact number: 0800 0234 937
Email: enquiries@critterkill.co.uk

Top Tip: It is best to place the trap in areas where you
have already seen the unwanted insects.

FANCY SOME FREE TRAPS?

Post a seller and product review on Amazon, eBay or Google.

Email us a link and we will send you some traps absolutely free!
Don’t forget to email us to let us know you have left a review! enquiries@critterkill.co.uk

